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In Sweet Spring
the Buds
of Youth
Sprout
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ݺଚլཊᎅ۞աݹৰ堚Δ܀
ਢݺଚৰᙅښஃ׀ՂԳऱඒᖄΖ
؆૿ڶԳᎅΚψ֏ՂԳඒऱਢ
ײ۔ᇀԱΜڇऱԳլᖂຍԫ
ԱΜᙅݹښ৳ຍጟڶչᏖشΛω
ৰڍԳᄎݺଚਢײ۔ᇀΔהଚ
ᎅΚψײ۔ᇀشᄅऱֱऄΔᄅ
ऱᖂ۵ֱڤլᚨᇠݹΞΞΔֱ
ঁऄ॰թ౨֧ܮฒࠐسᖂ۵Μω
լԱᇞΔՈᖂ۵ऱԳΔᦫ
ࠩຍᑌᎅऄΔࠄڶԳ༉టऱᠦ
ݺଚሐΔװᖂ߷ࠄהଚࢬᘯ
ֱঁԾ౨ৰګݶ༉ऱጟጟ۵ऄΖ
ᆵኔՂԳऱඒᖄΔ್ࠐ۫
ࠅૉᨠଃᆣ࣍ڝԫڣၲ
ࡨΔمګၜֲ۵ᖂఄΙࠩվڣΔ
ޢਣཚ֚ڶۯڍۍ՛֖ࣛΔൕ
նᄣࠩխᖂسΔՈڶՕറᖂسΔ
ຟࠩ۵ᖂఄࠐᖂ۵ऄΖ
ԲPPԿڶڣԳ࿇֨Δمګն
֚ࠫऱψऄؔᖂωΔ༉ਢᨃ
ൕᄣࠩքᄣऱ՛֖ࣛࠐᖂΔ
ᖂ၄ٌאױ֟ڍၦԺۖΖ۔
ஃຟਢڶᆖ᧭ऱᆠՠΔᏆ֟֟
ऱ್߫၄ΖຍᑌऱؾऱΔਢᨃ׀
ئवሐݺଚऱඒߛփ୲Δլਢڇ
ܓټΔۖਢటإᨃ՛֖ࣛԱᇞ
ڕ۶ԫଡښఢऱΔᚩ

ݕႉئ׀Δ֗אტऱሐΖ
࣠ڕ୮९ࣔݺػଚඒᖂࡲ
ڱΔॾٚݺଚऱඒऄΔ༉ᄎނ՛
ಬመࠐΖԲPPԿڣΔรԫᖂڣ
ڶԼԲۯ՛֖ࣛΔรԲڶڣԲԼ
ۯڍΖվڣᏺࠩףԼۯΔຍ
ࠄൕᄣࠩքᄣऱ՛֖ࣛΔല
ؔڇᖂᦰԿڣऱ۵ᖂ֗πՕ
ᖂρΕπᓵρΞΞጟጟऱഗ៕
ᓰ࿓Ζڂڶຍࠄഗ៕ᓰ࿓Δ׀
ئଚ༉լشᖜ֨՛ࠐآਢܡ
౨ᔞᚨ؆૿ᛩቼऱംᠲΔଚ
ᄎڶޓཕᐝ૿ኙ؆૿ᓤᠧऱषᄎ
ᛩቼΖ
ຍ༉ਢչᏖՂԳຍᏖࣹૹ
ءऱඒߛΔԳسऱದរ༉ڇຍ

Though we couldn’t say that we’ve
upheld the precepts very diligently, we
did respectfully follow the teachings of
Venerable Master Hsuan Hua. Others
have said: “The teachings of Venerable
Master Hsuan Hua are obsolescent.
The modern society doesn’t need to
learn these old teachings anymore.
What is the use of upholding so many
precepts?” A lot of people view us as
being too old-fashioned. They say:
“The old ways should be modernized
to take up new ways. The new Buddhist
teachings should not require people
to uphold precepts; only convenient
methods can attract people to learn
Buddhism.”
Those that don’t understand and
don’t practice Buddhism will believe
those sayings and keep a distance from
our monastery. They will go and seek
places that they think will teach them
using convenient methods.
To vigilantly follow the Master’s
teachings, we currently hold a Sutrastudy class every Sunday. We’ve held
this Sutra-studying class since 1994;
at present, there are more than 400
children enrolled. Their ages range
from toddlers to teenagers. Some
college students attend it too.
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՛՛ऱฮՂΔഗࡐΔ९Օ
৵༉լ୲࣐࠹႞Ζ༉ቝ՛ᖫൕ՛
՛ऱጟഛ塄ΕᥒΔڶԱൎ݇
ऱᖫიΔࣤᆺᄎܑฐΔࠀ
౨ᔟᓌࠡהऱฒسΖڶړඒ
ߛฮऱՠ܂Δᅝהଚലࠐګڶ
ழΔթ౨ګ༉הԳΕܓ墿הԳΖ
ՂԳլႛඒߛנ୮ฒΔՈ
ඒߛڇ୮ฒΖ֨ॾڶΔڶ
ऱԳΔ༉ᄎࠐᖂΙڶऱ
ԳΔ༉լᄎৱڇຍ㠪Δהଚᤚ
ຍ㠪ڶሽᇩΕܐΔ֜ᑷԱΔ
࠹լԱΔ༉լࠐףऄᄎΖݺଚ
Ոڶᜰᙄཚԫଡਣཚऱ۵ᖂ
ᛜΔխᖂسΕ՛ᖂسףΖڶ
ԳᎅΚᙄ۵ᖂᛜլᚨᇠ֜ᣤᏩΔ
ᚨᇠቝ؆૿הଚپ໘नᑗ༉ױ
אԱΔլྥהଚؓழࠩᖂீՂ
ᓰΔਣཚքΕֲᝫ٦װᖂթ
ᢌΔԫ֚ࠩඡৰڦᅻΖᦰᚘԺ
ॺൄՕΔૉஞࠩรԫټΔئ׀
ᄎຂࢡΔٵᖂ֗ࡢࡦݬכᄎլ
ದΔࢬאመထॺൄጹ്ऱسΖ
הଚאױᎅॺൄ߬ેΔլᦰΔ
ܑԳԾᄎլದΖ
టإඒߛᚨᇠլਢڇಳޣຍ
ጟጟऱܓټΔࢬݺאଚඒᖄ
Δڕ۶ړߜڶऱࢤΔඒߛה
ଚ౨ࣔػԳऱሐΔຍթਢట
إඒߛऱؾऱΖڼڂឈྥᙄ۵ᖂ
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ᛜऱऄஃ֗ئ׀Δ
ຟ༼ᤜլؘ֜ጹΔ
լྥᄎ࠹լ
ԱΖݺ༉ڃה
ଚΚψ߷ᓮ܃ଚऱ
װܑףऱ۵
ᖂᛜܣΜݺଚ۵ᖂ
ᛜऱഗءޣਢ
౨ፖՕฒԫದ
ڰףᓰΕඡᓰ֗
ᦫᆖᓰ࿓ΔԿጟ
ຟףΜωࢬ
אଚଶࠐऱழଢΔຟᎅਢ׀
ئሓהଚࠐף۵ᖂᛜΔ܀ਢᅝ
۵ᖂᛜޔ৵ΔംהଚՀڃլ
٦ףழΔଚຟᎅΚψऄ
ஃ࣠ڕ٦ᜰᙄ۵ᖂᛜΔᝫࠐ
ףΜω
ᦫݺԱړᘋΜរದࠐ
ڰᓰΔଚՈլᤚีΔଚ
ਢৰ୲࣐ᔞᚨऱΖਢڇऱئ׀
ॺൄᡒფ՛Δࢢהଚ֜ีԱΔࢨ
ृ֜߬ેԱΔ֘ۖᨃהଚڶᖲᄎ
ړऱֱ૿Δ࿇ཀ່ՕऱᑨԺΖڕ
࣠ݺଚ֜ᡒ՛Δᄎהחଚլ౨ᖂ
ৰࠃڍൣΖਝྥࠐࠩ۵ඒሐΔ
༉ᨃהଚԱᇞչᏖਢڶ৳ऱس
Δإ֗אᅝऱॾٛΖ܃࣠ڕլނ
إᒔऱఢΕൄᢝה္ܫଚΔהଚ
༉ڶᖲᄎ९ՕΔՈլᄎᚩጟጟऱ
ఢΖ
ࢬאΔඒᖄإڶᒔऱ
ᨠ࢚Δឈྥຍኙࠐᎅړቝৰ
߬ેΔࠡኔࠀլᄎΙ֘ۖᨃ
࣐୲ޓ൷࠹֗ᖂΖൕ՛༉
࠹ԱેΔ౨ᆖᖵጟጟऱᇢ᧭Δ
הലࠐᄎ࣐୲ޓᔞᚨषᄎጟጟऱ
ᛩቼΖጟጟऄᄎ֗೯Δຟਢኙ
ඒߛऱֱڤΖຍࠄਐᖄऄ
ஃΕ۔ஃଚऱ߬ેΔਢᆵኔՂ

ԳऱඒߛࡲڱΔଚ౨൷࠹ࢬ
ඒᖄऱԫ֊ΔᝫტՂԳऱף
Δթ౨ګ༉Ζ
ጟጟऱګ༉ΔਢۯٺऄஃΕ
ᆠՠ۔ஃԫದऱܘԺΔ֗ཕᐝऱ
ඒᖄΔࠀլਢԫଡԳऱګ༉Ζ
נ୮ฒऱᏆΔՈڇٽ୮ฒ
ऱᏆஔΕյઌऱᖂΔթ౨ګ༉
ԫٙࠃൣΖᤝڕΔψऄᨠଃᆣ
ڝω౨ജګ༉վ֚ຍᑌᔕᅇऱڝ
ᐔΔਢࢬॾڶฒᥨऱ࣠ΔՕ
୮֚ޢጐ֨ጐԺऱᥨΔթ౨ګ
༉վֲ๗ᣤऱሐΖݦඨۯٺΚ
ሐګ༉ԱΔլਢᎅଥ۩༉ګ༉
ԱΔᝫڶΜࢬאΔՕ୮վ৵ᝫ
ܘףޓԺছߨΜ
!
In 2003, a group decided to
contribute and establish a preschool for
children ages four to six. The tuition
fee is whatever amount the parents
want to contribute. The volunteer
faculty are all experienced teachers.
The teachers only accept small fees to
pay for their gas. The point of this is to
let the parents realize that our mission
is not for fame or money, but to let the
children grow up to be moral, filial,
and appreciative people.
If the parents accept our academic
purpose and trust the way we teach,
they will bring their children here. In
our first year in 2003, twelve students
attended. Twenty students attended in
the second year. This year, we have 44
students. All these students ages four
to six attend these classes for three
years – learning Buddhism, The Great
Learning (one of the Four Classics),
Confucian Analects (another one of
the Four Classics), and basic teachings
such as these. Due to the principles
taught in these lessons, the parents

need not worry about their children
confronting societal problems. And
the children will have more wisdom to
face the complicated environments in
society.
This is the reason Venerable
Master Hsuan Hua emphasized the
importance of morals as the foundation
of education. The starting point for
all human beings is this foundation.
Once the foundation is solid, it is not
easy to get hurt when fully grown. It is
just like an acorn that grows up to be a
mighty oak tree after careful irrigation
and nourishment. The leaves will be
lush and green and provide shade for
other living beings. As long as they
have a good foundation in education
and achieve their spiritual cultivation,
they will benefit many people.
The Venerable Master wanted to
educate not only monastics, but also
lay people. Those with confidence and
good roots will come to learn. Those
without good roots will not come
because they will complain that there
is no telephone or air conditioning,
and that it is too hot to attend the
ceremonies. We established a weeklong
Buddhist camp for middle school and
elementary school students. Some
people say that the Buddhist camp
shouldn’t be strict. It should be like
other youth camps where all they do
is fun and games. This is because they
not only attend regular school, but
they also attend tutoring and weekend
classes. They never get a break from
classes. There is always pressure on
them to obtain first place in their
academics. They need to be better
than others, or they will be looked
down upon. Therefore, they already
live a very stressful and hard-working
life.

Education should not be focused
on fame and power. It should be
focused on morals and character. The
purpose of education is for students
to understand and realize the aim of
becoming a proper human being.
Some Dharma Masters and parents also
suggested not making the curriculum
too strict because the students cannot
take it. When I hear such remarks, I
reply: “If you think this way, then
please take your kids to some other
Buddhist camps. At this Buddhist
camp, our basic requirement is that
the students attend the morning and
evening ceremonies and all Buddhist
lectures. They must attend all three
curriculums.” Therefore, at the
beginning of the camp, all the students
say that their parents forced them to
come. But after the camp, if asked if
they would attend this camp again, the
students reply that they would.
I am overjoyed to hear this reply.
When the students get up at 4 a.m. to
attend the morning ceremony, they do
not feel tired because children adapt
easily to their environment. It is only
that parents these days spoil them too
much. They are afraid that the children
will be too tired and work too hard.
But this will only hinder them from
developing their
full potentials.
If we spoil
the
children,
they will not
learn anything.
Therefore, when
the
children
are here, they
learn what it
is like to live a
proper life with
discipline and

correct beliefs. If we don’t instill these
correct rules of behavior and basic
knowledge, they will not have the
chance to understand what proper
behavior is. Although this seems hard
to learn, it is not. Once they do learn
it, it allows them to adapt to different
environments in society, because they
are able to handle hardships. The
Dharma Masters and teachers put in so
much effort in order to vigilantly follow
the Venerable Master’s teachings. We all
need to be grateful for the Venerable
Master’s blessings.
All these accomplishments are
the results of the wise guidance and
hard work of many Dharma Masters
and teachers. The success is not due
to one person alone. It is due to the
combination of the leadership of the
Dharma Masters and the cooperation
of the lay people. Both sides learn
a lot from each other in the process.
For example, the temple called
Prajna Guanyin Sagely Monastery is
always thriving because of everyone’s
support and great efforts. The temple
is a success, but it does not mean that
your cultivation is a success. I hope
everyone will cultivate as vigorously as
the temple is thriving.
(BY BHIKSHUNI HENG TAI / ENGLISH TRANSLATED
BY DAPHNE WANG)
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